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Introducing: Innovator Basecamp

Why Innovator Basecamp?

Oslo, 22nd April 2021: From our conversations with BIM and digital AECO
innovators across EMEA, we have heard stories of trailblazers going beyond
the known technological territory using existing tools. They find new ways to
collaborate, connect digital tools and push beyond the limits, resulting in
more efficient and successful projects than ever before. We want to provide a
platform for these stories and experiences to be told, to drive the industry
forward as a whole.

When will Innovator Basecamp start?

The first event of the series will take place online on the 20th of May. The



series of innovator talks will then run over May, June, and July. Be sure to
subscribe below to be notified about the launch.

Who will attend these innovation talks?

For these talks, we are specifically inviting Architects, Engineers, BIM Experts,
Building Developers/Owners, and Students who have a passion for pushing
existing software and workflows beyond their known limit to achieve our
common goals for the future and driving the digitalization of the building
industry forward.

When is the next event?

Innovator Basecamp: Datenmanagement in Großprojekten (German)
2nd June 
Register here: https://webinar.drofus.com/innovator-basecamp-
datenmanagement/join

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC/O
industry. With its intelligent software solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle
of building and infrastructure projects and guides its customers into the
future of digitalization. As one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in
this sector, the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the building process
and improves the digital workflow of all those involved in the building
process. Customers can design, build and manage buildings more efficiently,
sustainably and resource-saving. The focus is on the use of open standards
(OPEN BIM). The portfolio also includes digital solutions for visualization, 3D
modeling, and animation. The innovative products of the 15 brands of the
Nemetschek Group in the four customer-oriented segments are used by
approximately six million users worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg
Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs more than 3,000
experts.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue amounting to EUR 596.9 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 172.3 million in 2020.
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